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Harri Stojka & Acoustic Drive
Thursday, June 22 • 5:30 pm 
Visit Syracuse Stage • Hanover Square
Guitarist, producer, composer, lyricist, arranger and singer Harri
Stojka began his career in 1970 with the formation of the duo Jano
and Harri Stojka at the legendary 20er Haus, the former Vienna
Arena. Soon after, the self-taught youth rose to become the bassist
for the band “Gipsy Love” and played as a guitarist with R&B, soul
and rock-n-roll artist Peter Wolf.

Acoustic Drive features: Harri Stojka: guitar, Peter Strutzenberger:
double bass, Herbert Berger: sax, Siegfried Meier: bongos

In 1974 he founded the “Harri Stojka Express”, which was the singular
Austrian group performing with the likes of Jimmi Cliff, Eric Burdon,
Van Morrison and Carlos Santana at the Open Air Festival in
Vienna’s Prater Stadium. This was followed by his being invited to
the legendary Montreux Jazz Festival where he performed with Larry
Coryell, playing as part of the “Guitar Summit“. This appearance in
front of a highly critical and experienced audience, alongside musicians
of world class renown, was the breakthrough moment for Stojka. The
LP “Live at Montreux” provides an intimate witness to the beginning of
his impressive international career. Since then, Harri became one of the
most important jazz musicians in Europe. The Montreux performance
was followed by invitations to top jazz festivals with Harri headlining
the events.

What Harri’s guitar playing virtuosity brings is blended with a “blues-y”
feeling; that special drive, the phrasing, the sound of his guitar. He is
at home with many styles of music, from pop to avant-garde jazz, from
swing to bebop, gipsy and hard rock.

With such versatility, and with his constantly furthering the development of his musical style, Stojka has influenced many guitarists
and is often engaged by budding young musicians. A gifted musician, docent to aspiring musicians, politically active and globally suc-
cessful World Music / Jazz / Swing / Rock star guitarist Harri Stojka has significantly influenced the history of modern Austrian music.
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